Amar Majid
Senior Consultant
Amar Majid is a Quantity Surveyor with over 8 years’ experience within the construction
industry predominantly working on domestic and commercial new build and
refurbishment projects in the UK. He has more recently provided quantum support on
large commercial damages claims on civil infrastructure projects in the Americas, and
power projects in the UK.
He has worked in all capacities as a Quantity Surveyor with an increasing focus on
assessing claimed damages for arbitration claims. He is proficient in making sense of
and challenging cost claims. He is highly regarded by his clients for analysing complex
issues objectively and providing reasoned advice.

Selected Project Experience
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‒

‒

Cost advisory services on mechanical & electrical and steel procurement packages
ranging in value from £21 million up to £36 million on a new build power station
Somerset, UK.
Quantum services on a rebuttal to a large $118 million labor cost claim by an
international contractor during the construction of a canal extension in South
America. Roles included validation of costs and critiquing the methodology of the
claimed costs.

‒

Quantum services on $75 million claim for additional costs on two HVDC
substations in North America. Role included analyzing damages claimed, making
necessary adjustments, and writing up report on damages and re-assessment.

‒

Quantum services on a $135 million claim for additional costs by an international
contractor on a canal extension in South America. Role included analyzing
damages making necessary adjustments and re-assessing costs.

‒

Post contract QS services on a high-end spa re-build with an international
construction company totaling £10 million suffered floods from a burst drainpipe
mid-construction.

‒

150 bed hotel and restaurant new build in London totaling £11 million. Managed
20nr builders packages for pricing. Costs were controlled throughout the build
and final accounts settled upon completion.

‒

Pre-contract QS on £6 million three story extension of an existing 3 story hotel in
London. Services included tender enquiry and procurement of main contractor.

‒

Provided scheduling services for £3.5 million conversion of existing residential
space into serviced apartments. This project involved preparing a pricing schedule
based on the design requirements which was then issued to a selection of
contractors to price.

‒

Performed a tender analysis and client recommendation on a £1.5 million
conversion of an existing building into apartments.

‒

Working with three different architectural practices on the £2.5 million interior fit
out of six apartments and two townhouses.

‒

Managed 48 new build residential units built with reinforced concrete basement
carpark, structure comprised of metsec system and timber frame.

‒

Managed 145-unit heating, hot water, and electricity service refurbishment.
Services were upgraded to meet clients housing obligations for public funding.
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University of Bedfordshire
M.Sc. Project Management,
2014
University of Bedfordshire
B.Sc. (Hons First Class)
Construction Management,
2013

AFFILIATIONS
Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators- Member

